The **simple predicate** of a sentence is the verb that tells what the subject does.

example: **Chris jumps**.

Some sentences have two simple predicates.

example: **Chris jumps and catches**.

Here’s how you make a diagram of a sentence that has two simple predicates:

Chris  
\_____ and \_____  
  \_____ jumps  
   \_____ and  
    \_____ catches.

Circle the verbs in each sentence. Then diagram the sentence.

1. Chloe yells and screams.

2. Mr. Peters swims and dives.

3. Horses run and gallop.

4. Cats meow and purr.

5. Grandpa sings and paints.
The **simple predicate** of a sentence is the verb that tells what the subject does.

example: Chris **jumps**.

Some sentences have two simple predicates.

example: Chris **jumps** and **catches**.

Here’s how you make a diagram of a sentence that has two simple predicates:

Circle the verbs in each sentence. Then diagram the sentence.

1. Chloe **yells** and **screams**.
   
   Chloe
   
   ---
   
   yells
   
   ---
   
   screams.

2. Mr. Peters **swims** and **dives**.
   
   Mr. Peters
   
   ---
   
   swims
   
   ---
   
   dives.

3. Horses **run** and **gallop**.
   
   Horses
   
   ---
   
   run
   
   ---
   
   gallop.

4. Cats **meow** and **purr**.
   
   Cats
   
   ---
   
   meow
   
   ---
   
   purr.

5. Grandpa **sings** and **paints**.
   
   Grandpa
   
   ---
   
   sings
   
   ---
   
   paints.